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1 INT. HOSPITAL - DAY 1

A DAD (40s) looks on proudly as MOM (40s) smiles down at a

newborn baby, REBKA, in her arms.

REBKA (V.O.)

I am six minutes old.

Rebka looks back up at her.

MATCH CUT:

2 EXT. FARMHOUSE - DAY 2

Rebka (now 18) stares up at the moon.

REBKA (V.O.)

I am eighteen years old.

ELLIE

You’re fucking crazy.

ELLIE (18) hands over a cigarette, sitting next to her on

the porch-steps. The farmhouse sits lonely on the edge of a

huge field.

Rebka takes the cig and shrugs.

REBKA

Only way I’m ever getting

off-world.

ELLIE

I know, but...

Ellie sighs and lets it go.

ELLIE (CONT’D)

They tell you where you’re going?

REBKA

Probably Auriga One.

ELLIE

Shit, my cousin’s ’steaded on Two.

Took him six years to get over.

REBKA

They say it’ll only seem like a few

months on-board.

Rebka chuckles to herself.
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ELLIE

What?

REBKA

You know if I make it back, you’ll

have to buy beer for me.

Ellie laughs.

3 INT. BUS STATION LOBBY - DAY 3

Rebka hugs Dad (now 50s), the sounds of milling people and

an ANNOUNCER droning around them.

DAD

Stay safe.

REBKA

I will.

She breaks off and bends down to Mom (now 50s), sitting by a

window. Staring off into space.

MOM

There’s still time to change your

mind. We could get in the car right

now-

REBKA

Mom.

MOM

Just give it six months, and if you

still-

REBKA

Mom.

Mom starts crying.

REBKA (CONT’D)

I’m gonna be okay.

Mom kisses her quickly and wraps her in a hug.

MOM

I wish I believed that.
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4 INT. TRANSPORT SHIP - SPACE 4

Rebka, now in a military jumpsuit, lays strapped into a

’crash’ couch. It looks like an over-designed gurney with a

gel cushion.

REBKA (V.O.)

I am nineteen years old.

A TECHNICIAN’s hands come into view, slapping two sticky

PATCHES onto her throat.

She starts to look nervous.

A DRILL SEARGENT’s voice echoes out over an intercom.

DRILL SEARGENT (V.O.)

Clear drive bay!

Rebka’s takes deep breaths as a grating KLAXON goes off.

DRILL SEARGENT (V.O.)

Spacers good for kick?!

Rebka answers in practiced unison with an unseen row of

OTHER RECRUITS.

REBKA/RECRUITS

Good for kick!

Another KLAXON.

DRILL SEARGENT (V.O.)

Manifold stabilized.

The sound of ENGINES rumble through the room, spinning up to

speed. Ear-splitting and clean.

Like standing under a waterfall. A bolt of lightning

cracking into glass.

Rebka’s breath quickens.

DRILL SEARGENT (V.O.)

Go for kick in 5...4...

Harsh WHITE LIGHT starts to glow on Rebka’s face.

DRILL SEARGENT (V.O.)

3...2...1...

A far off LATCH clicks loudly. The engine sound drops out

quickly, everything DEAD QUIET.
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Rebka sucks in air, holding it in before gasping it out

painfully. Repeats quickly, again and again.

The engines come ROARING back as the screen bleaches to

total white.

5 EXT. WOODS - DAY 5

Rebka (now 20) slowly patrols forward, laser-rifle in her

hand. A bulky space suit makes her movements slow.

A name-patch on her breast marks her as "REBKA"

REBKA (V.O.)

I am twenty three years old.

She breathes heavily, breath fogging up the inside of her

helmet. Air HISSES in through a tube, connected to an

oxygen-pack on her back.

Rebka looks around at the woods. Quiet. INSECT SOUNDS and

LAPPING WATER the only noise.

She looks up. Through the treetops we can see the distant

outline of massive RING, arcing across the sky.

IVES

You think their females got parts

like ours?

STILWELL

You’re slagged in the head, you

know that Ives?

Two soldiers in identical suits, name-patched as IVES and

STILWELL (20s), march behind Rebka.

Other soldiers are spread out in formation all around them.

One among them, MANDELLA (20s), prods Rebka back to

attention.

MANDELLA

What is it?

REBKA

Nothing, it’s just- I used to think

the silo back home was big.

MANDELLA

Don’t stare at it too long. You’ll

get space mania.
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Rebka rolls her eyes as he keeps moving forward.

REBKA

You’re not one of those-

SARGE

Quiet!

SARGE (30s), marching ahead, holds up his hand. Everyone

stops moving, looking around warily.

The woods stay quiet.

6 INT. CAFETERIA - DAY 6

Rebka sits with her platoon at a large metal table, all

eating some sort of gray, formless slop.

Her hands shakes as she tries to lift her spoon.

STILWELL

I heard Persephone’s getting

chatter. Wouldn’t mind going

somewhere cushy for awhile.

IVES

If they send us, it ain’t gonna be

cushy.

Mandella, already finished eating and carving a lighter,

notices Rebka across the table.

MANDELLA

You okay?

Rebka nods.

REBKA

(Not fine)

Fine.

STILWELL

Shoulda put in for Fleet.

IVES

Like they would’ve taken you.

’Sides you wanna be stuck on a ship

for six years? You’d go crazy from

the boredom alone.

Mandella slides the lighter over to her. He’s carved a

RINGED PLANET onto it.
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She takes it. Slides her bowl over to him. He takes it and

digs in.

STILWELL

Yeah well, I’ll take purgatory over

hell any day.

7 EXT. CAMPSITE - NIGHT 7

Rebka (now 21) carries a heavy crate towards an LED lantern,

an extra stripe on her jumpsuit.

REBKA (V.O.)

I am seventy one years old.

She stacks it onto a pile with an exhausted grunt.

Mandella quickly grabs her from behind. She screams in

surprise, then laughs as he wraps his arms around her.

They kiss, bodies silhouetted against the light.

8 INT. HOSPITAL - DAY 8

Rebka (now 22) cradles a sleeping newborn BABY. She wears a

paper robe, her face flushed and hair a mess.

REBKA (V.O.)

I am ninety four years old.

She smiles down at it. Then looks up through the hospital

window, towards the moon hanging in the sky.

REBKA

She looks like you Mannie.

9 INT. HOSPITAL - DAY 9

A NURSE coddles the baby as Rebka watches apprehensively

through a glass window.

OFFICER (O.S.)

(apathetic)

...still have years left on your

term. Exceptions have been granted

but, you being an NCO, it’s

unlikely Personnel would make one.

Rebka’s eyes flick over to a uniformed OFFICER standing over

her bed.
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A lot of stripes on his uniform.

OFFICER (CONT’D)

You have two weeks to turn in a

Form 31. Assuming it’s denied,

you’re to report to Haldeman

Station within three-

She lunges at the Officer and snatches him violently.

10 INT. TRANSPORT SHIP - SPACE 10

Rebka’s back in the crash couch. The sequence starts up as

before.

DRILL SEARGENT (V.O.)

Go for kick in 5...4...3...

She starts sobbing.

11 EXT. BEACH PLANET - DAY 11

Rebka (now 25), back in her space suit, leads a platoon over

a barren beach, the sky a sickly shade of green.

REBKA (V.O.)

I am one hundred and sixty three

years old.

Ives, some sort of lens in place of one eye, patrols behind

her.

Everyone else is a new face. They jaw and laugh like fresh

recruits.

REBKA

Quiet!

Rebka raises her hand quickly. The group stops. Nothing

stirs.

Then, faintly...

The dropping WHISTLE of something flying overhead. Rebka

looks up.

The sound grows louder. And louder.

Then DEAFENING. As it’s about to hit--
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12 EXT. CAMPSITE - NIGHT 12

Rebka smokes a cigarette. The platoon sits around a lantern

behind her, looking up at the sky.

IVES

You’re missing the show Sarge.

Rebka turns and looks. In the reflection of her eye we see

THOUSANDS of meteors streaking across the sky, glowing red.

She turns away and keeps smoking.

13 INT. CAFETERIA - DAY 13

Rebka and Ives sit at a table, eating slop in silence.

REBKA (V.O.)

I am one hundred and eighty two

years old.

A MESSENGER drops a vacuum-sealed packet by Rebka.

MESSENGER

For you Sergeant.

She rips it open. A letter and small CYLINDER fall out.

Rebka reads the letter, worry spreading across her face.

Ives watches.

IVES

Was it-

REBKA

Yeah.

She quickly folds the letter and cylinder into her jumpsuit.

Stares down at her bowl.

14 EXT. RIVERBANK - DAY 14

Rebka stands at next to a river, holding the cylinder.

REBKA (V.O.)

I am one hundred and eighty nine

years old.

She bends down. Opens it up and pours ASH into the water.

Then pulls a lighter from her pocket. Rubs it a moment, then

tosses it into the water.
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As she stands and walks away, we can see a RINGED PLANET

carved onto it.

15 EXT. FARMHOUSE - DAY 15

Rebka steers a motorcycle up to her old home. Gets off and

approaches the steps.

She stops as her foot CREAKS on a step. Touches the wooden

railing, gently.

As if worried it’ll disappear.

A hunched figure, TOM (90s) opens the door, coughing loudly.

TOM

Yeah?

REBKA

Hi, uh-

She pauses, trying to compose herself.

REBKA (CONT’D)

This is a little unplanned, I

guess-

TOM

Is that a Honda?

Rebka follows his gaze to the bike, behind her.

REBKA

Yeah.

TOM

They went under when I was a kid.

Looks brand new.

He peers down at her.

REBKA

Yeah, I’ve had it in storage for

awhile.

His eyes flit over to the duffel bag strapped to her bike.

The letters "UNSN" stenciled onto it.

Then back to her.
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REBKA

Look I can come back-

Tom cracks a smile.

TOM

I didn’t recognize you. Come on in,

please.

He opens the door for her fully. She climbs the steps and

walks in, still hesitant.

16 INT. FARMHOUSE - KITCHEN - DAY 16

Tom sits at the table, flipping through a hefty SCRAPBOOK.

Instead of pictures it has looped videos, pasted chaotically

onto each page.

Rebka looks on as he points to a family having Thanksgiving

dinner, a SMALL BOY biting into an oversized turkey leg.

TOM

That’s me. You know people always

said I had your eyes, I was never

sure. ’Course I only ever had old

stills to compare.

The video’s camera turns to a MAN (30s) laughing at the head

of the table.

TOM (CONT’D)

And that’s my dad.

REBKA

What was his name?

TOM

Eddy. I think you would’ve liked

him as a son-in-law, he didn’t talk

much.

Rebka grins. In the video, a WOMAN (40s) who looks just like

Rebka wraps her arms around the Man and kisses him.

Rebka watches intently.

REBKA

They look happy.
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TOM

They were happy.

REBKA

And they were good parents?

TOM

Sure, I don’t have any complaints.

Why, do I seem screwed up?

Before Rebka can smile, Tom starts coughing violently. She

watches, concerned.

He recovers and flips the page of the scrapbook.

Points to a video of a GIRL (4), the younger version of the

Woman, trying to blow bubbles on a beach.

TOM (CONT’D)

That’s the Cape. Family used to go

down to Wellfleet every Fourth of

July for the fireworks.

REBKA (CONT’D)

When was this?

TOM

Mmmm, must’ve been about three or

four years after you left.

Pain flashes across Rebka’s face. Tom notices and reaches

out to touch her shoulder.

She gets up quickly and walks to the window. Looks out

across the fields.

There’s nothing but the horizon.

Tom watches her, worried. Rebka rubs her eyes, upset.

MATCH CUT:

17 INT. CAFETERIA - DAY 17

Rebka (now 29) rubs her eyes, tired. As she takes her hand

away we see a MASSIVE SCAR across one eye.

REBKA (V.O.)

I am three hundred and seventy nine

years old.

She sits at a table, eating.
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There’s a newfound weariness about her. Her eyes look

hollow. Vacant.

A thousand year stare.

She scoops up a spoonful of slop as two NEW RECRUITS (20s)

hop down across from her.

They both have strange, unrecognizable tattoos on their neck

and faces.

RECRUIT #1

You’re Rebka, right?

RECRUIT #2

Captain Rebka.

RECRUIT #1

Shit, sorry. Captain Rebka.

Rebka keeps eating. Recruit #1 leans in conspiratorially.

RECRUIT #1 (CONT’D)

Can you tell us what it was like?

No response.

RECRUIT #2

You know, at the start?

Rebka sighs. Stares into her bowl.

REBKA

Stay unslagged a couple years, I’ll

tell you anything you want to know.

RECRUIT #1

(jokey)

Two years our time? Or Earth’s?

Rebka finally looks up at her. Eyes piercing straight

through.

REBKA

What’s the difference?

The Recruits finally get the idea. They gather their trays

and leave quickly.

Rebka sits and stares straight ahead.

Alone.

CUT TO BLACK.


